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IA %a N Wishart (Z, k), Z unknown, k > p + 1. Minimax estimators of 
Z-l are given for L, , an Empirical Bayes loss function; and L2 , a standard loss 
function (Rj E E[L, 1 X), i = 1, 2). The estimators are 2-l = as-’ + br(S)I,,, , 
a, b > 0, r(.) a functional on R~‘p+2J/2. Stein, Efron, and Morris studied the 
special cases 2;’ = as-l (I&J,-, = Z-l) and e = as-’ + (b/tr S)I, for 
certain, a, b. From their work Rl(F1, 2;‘; S) < R,(Z-‘, t;‘;l; S) (V-Z), a = 
k-p-l, b=pZ+p-2; whereas, we prove Rp(EIG’; S) < R,(C-‘, 
2’;‘; S) (VZ). The reversal is surprising becausel,(Z-“, e; S) 4L,(Z-‘, 8;‘; S) 
a.e. (for a particular L,). Assume W (compact) C Y’, 9 the set of p x p p.s.d. 
matrices. A “divergence theorem” on functionsl;a,, : L%’ -+ 9 implies identities 
for R,, i = 1, 2. Then, conditions are given for Ri(.F1, 2-l; S) Q 
Ri(P1, 2~‘; S) < R<(Z:-‘, 2;‘; S) (VZ), i = 1, 2. Most of our results concern 
estimators with r(S) = t(U)/tr(S), U = p I S I’/“/tr(S). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S,X, N W(.Z, k), with .Z unknown, k > p + 1; i.e., 
c / 
AS I& w = - 
s l(k-w/2 
--- exp( - 4 tr S Z-l), , z y/2 S p.d., 
z= 0, S not p.d. 
As two separate problems, 2-l is estimated under 
and 
L,(Z-‘, 2-l; S) = [I/k tr(El)][tr(&l - Z-l)2 S], (1-l) 
L2(E1, 2-l; S) = tr(z-1 - 27)s Q, U-2) 
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Q an arbitrary p.d. matrix. Loss function Ll was introduced by Efron and 
Morris [5], who provided an Empirical Bayes justification for its use. (Refer- 
ence [5] is a refined version of [9].) Loss function L, is given by 
Our estimators have the form 
2-l = as-1 + bY(S) I, (l-3) 
a < k - p - 1, b > 0, Y(.) a functional on RP(P+~)/~. These incur risk 
Ri(aZ-',&l; S) E ELi(F& S), an average over S [ Z, K (i = 1,2). Special 
cases of (1.3) are 
2;’ = as-1 (l-4) 
(ELf&i = Z-l), and 
2;’ = US-~ + (b!tr S)I (l-5) 
(an estimator from [5, 91). Under L, , Efron and Morris proved 2;’ minimax 
for certain a, b; i.e., Rl(Z-l,&'l; S) < R,(2?,&&-, ; S) (VZ); also, they 
obtained the optimal z;l, namely, a = K - p - 1, b = pa + p - 2 (see [5, 
p. 261). As a surprise, we find a = K -p - 1 implies R,(2-l, z;;l; S) < 
R2(P1, 2~~; S) (VZ) (see Sect. 3 for proof). 
Note that 2;’ corrects 2;’ by pulling the estimated eigenvaIues of Z toward 
zero. Let 
X = tr(S), 
Y = det(S). 
(1.6) 
. . 
In principle, (X, Y) contains joint information about the correction term, so 
r(S) = w(X, Y) should describe many estimators which dominate 2;‘. In 
particular, let r(S) = t(u)/X, U = pYIIp/X. Under conditions which depend 
on Li ,2-l is seen to dominate 2’;‘. 
From a characterization of Stokes’ theorem, a multivariate integration by 
parts, we obtain identities for Ri , i = 1,2. Our dominance results are exploita- 
tions of these identities. 
Stein [8] introduced risk identities by doing integration by parts in a coor- 
dinatewise manner. This idea was pursued by Efron and Morris [4]. These 
authors obtained minimax estimators for the multinormal mean under a quadratic 
loss function. Estimates of the mean under arbitrary quadratic loss were given 
by Berger [2] and Haff [7]. The techniques of Haff [7] are generalized in the 
present paper; Stokes’ theorem provides a unified computational format for the 
separate problems of estimating location and precision under quadratic loss. 
l 
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Finally, the author has learned (private communication with C. Morris and 
B. Efron) that Stein has extended his results beyond [S, 91. Stein’s insights 
persist as the main inspiration for workers in this vital area of statistical 
inference. 
2. INTEGRATION BY PARTS 
Identities for &(2-l, 2-l; S), i = 1, 2, are computed from 
THEOREM 2.1 (Stokes’ theorem). Let g: RP(P+1)J2 -+ R1 be continuously 
d@&entiable on 9, an elementary region in the set of p x p p.s.d. matrices. Denote 
the boundary of 9 by b(B). Then 
(m = p(p + 1)/2; cos Q is the ith component of the outward unit normal on b(B); 
and dr is the d@erentiaZ surface area). 
Remarks. (a) The set 9 of p.s.d. matrices is closed and convex. If S E b(Y), 
then y = / S 1 = 0. Let )I S )I2 E Cisj s:~ . 
In the following, Theorem 2.1 is applied over regions 
w = (SE 9: 0 < p1 < I[ s/j sg 4. 
The regions are defined in this manner because g, as defined below, equals 
y . h, where h has a unique singularity at the origin. The boundary of %’ is 
b(9) = cj b@): 
i=l 
b#) = (S: /I S I/ = pl}, b,(d) = (S: /i S jl := p2}, b@‘) = (S: y = O}. 
Accordingly, the surface contribution is 
I,, (9) COS % dT z S, 1 (~) (Yh) COS ‘16 d7 + I(~) (3) COS VidT * 
The explicit form of cos Q is unnecessary. Conditions are given for h under 
which 
11 
J 
---f 0 as pi --f O+, and s +Oaspz+cO. b,@) b&P) 
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(b) From [6, p. 4781, the hypothesis in Theorem 2.1 can be weakened 
by taking g Lipschitz-continuous. 
Let F,x,: 9’ -+ Y, 9’ the p x p p.s.d. matrices; and take Fij Lipschitz- 
continuous on 9 C 9’. Define 
D*F = tr[(a/&),x, -F] = i (a/&,,) Fii + 2 1 (a/&J Fij . (2.2) 
i-l i<3 
An analog of Gauss’ divergence theorem is 
LEMMA 2.1. If Fij (i, j = l,..., p) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.1, then 
(2.3) 
in which T] = (cos 7ij)Bxz, , vu = 73i . 
Proof. *Straightforward application of (2.1) and (2.2). 1 
The following characterization of (2.3) is “integration by parts.” 
LEMMA 2.2. If Fij (i, j = 1 = I,..., p) and p satisfy the conditions of Theo- 
Te?n 2.1, then 
Proof. The result follows from a routine calculation, 
D*(vF) = ~JD*F + tr[(av/W) *F], 
a(pps = (ww,x, . I 
Equation (2.4) is our main result for computing risk identities. 
3. THE RISK IDENTITIES 
Assume 2-l is given by (1.3); 2;’ by (1.4), a < k - p - 1. The risk is 
I?,(~-1, 2-l; S) = R,(Z-1,2;1; S) + al(z), 
or 
R,(.F, 2-l; S) = I?,(~-‘,2,-l; S) + a,(Z); 
a1 = {l/K tr(J.Y)}{& tr[2&(S) I + bf2(S) S - %(S) Z-5]}, 
(~a = E tr[2ab(S) S-lQ + b2r2(S) Q - 2b(S) Z-‘Q]. 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
683/7/3-2 
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I f  ai < 0 for all Z, then 2-l dominates 2;’ (&J,_, is the usual estimator). 
In (3.1) and (3.2) the terms tr[r(S) Z-lS] and tr[r(S) Z-IQ] are troublesome 
because each depends on C-l, explicitly. Lemma 3.1, below, gives identities 
for the expectations of these terms. We outline the proof, and defer certain 
“boundary arguments” to the Appendix. 
For symmetric M = (rnij)pXp , real t # 0, let us define Met) = (vz;~): 
wLj == m. II ’ i =I’, 
= tnlij ) i i 7 j; 
and observe, for symmetric M, N, 
(3.3) 
LEMMA 3.1. Let r(S) be Lipschitz-continuous on all regions 
~ol,oz g 
{SE 9: 0 < Pl G :I Sll < #%I; 
and let r(S) 11 S )I be bounded on 9’. 
(a) Ifpk > 2, then 
E[r(S) tr Z-lS] = 2E{Y-(“-n-l)i2g*[v(S) Yrk-P-r)/aSu,2jj}. 
(b) Ifpk > 4, then 
(3*4) 
&r(S) tr Z-l,91 = 2E(Y-~~-p-1)/2D*[~(S)y(k--p-1)/2Q(1,2~]}. 
Outline of proof. Observe that 
(3.5) 
(v(S) f  exp[-I /2 tr SZ-l]) equals 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(since +/as = (+J/aSij)pXD = +3(S) &$ , and tr .Z’&Su,2~ = tr PIS); now, 
(3.7) appears on the right side of (2.4) with 
Thus, 
F(S) pub = -2r(S) Isl'L-p-1'/2 ql,2) . 
1 z p/2 (3.8) 
Err(S) tr SX-l] = - J” 
p(“‘l)l’ 
vD”F n dsij 
i<j 
(3.9) 
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provided that 
0) 1 q tr [F . q] d7 - 0 as pr+ O+, 
b,(Se) 
(3.10) 
(ii) the volume integrals have finite limits. 
(Details of (3.10) are deferred to the Appendix.) Line (3.4) is now evident 
from (3.8) and (3.9). I f  in the above, Q replaces S, and Q(i12) , Su,s) , the same 
argument yields (3.5). m 
In (3.4) and (3.5) the terms Y--(~--P-~)~~D* are given by 
LEMMA 3.2. If r(S) satisfies Lemma 3.1, then 
(a) y--(k-p-1)/2D*[r(S) y~“-“-1’/2S~li2)l = Pf4S)/2 + tr[(WW -‘Sh12d, 
(b) y-rk--g--1)/20*[y(S)y(k-p-l)/2Q~1,2~] 
= Kk -P - I)Y(W~I~~CS-~Q) + triP~/W . QUA- ' 
Proof. Let h(S) = ~(S)y(~-p-l)/~, H = S (1,2) (or H = Q(1,2)); and recall that 
D*[hH] -_ hD*H + tr[(2h/2S) . H]. We have D*H = p(p + 1)/2 if H = S(1,2) 
(= 0 if H = Qu12)), and 2h/2S = y(“i-*-1)/2[2~/2S + (k - p - 1) y/2 . SG$. 
The latter follows from 
2Y/2Sii = sijy, i=j, 
= 2sijy, i#j, 
S-l = (sij); i.e., @y/as = y&.: . Now, (a) and (b) readily follow by (3.3) 1 
Identities for (3.1) and (3.2) are now given by 
THEOREM 3.1. If r(S) satisJies Lemma 3.1, then 
(a) 01~ = EE tr[2(a - k) br(S) I+ b2r2(S) S - *((a/as) * &,a))], 
E = l/k tr(.2Y), 2rjaS = (ar/aS)(S), 
(b) % = E tr[2a*W) S-lQ + b2t-2(S) Q - 4b((arPS) * Q(1~11, 
a* = a -- (k -p - 1). 
Proof. Immediate from Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2. 1 
Remark (c). Consider 2;’ = as-l + (b/tr S) I, a < k - p - I, b 3 0, 
r(S) = l/tr S. For loss function L, , the optimal estimator 2;’ is given by 
a = k -- p - 1 and b = p2 + p - 2; however, ma(Z) > 0 (VZ); i.e., 
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given loss function L, , (k - p - 1) S-l dominates 2’;’ (a* = 0 and 
-46 tr((&-/as) . Qu,s)) = 4&tr Q)/(tr S)z 3 0). This “dominance reversal” is 
troublesome because L,(Z-l, 2;‘; S) and L,(Z-l, 2;‘; S) are qualitatively close 
when k is large and Q = Z. For L, , it appears that r(S) = 1 jtr S “corrects in 
the wrong direction.” If, instead, r(S) = -l/tr S and b < 4, we easily obtain 
CZ&Z) < 0 (VZ). Actually 2-l = (k - p - I) S-’ - (b/tr S) I dominates 
(k - p - 1) S-l over all loss functions L, (unfortunately, the reverse is true 
for L,). 
The following direct calculation on 2 x 2 matrices illustrates the critical 
nature of the chaise a = k - p - 1. (A result in Sect. 4 shows that ,J?;’ performs 
well (L,) for certain a < k - p - I.) 
Assume 
s = c:: 5::) N Wishart (I, k), k = d.o.f. _I 
As in (1.6), let X = srr + sss and Y = sllssz - sir (ssr = sra). For 2;’ = 
as-l + (b/X) I (with optimal L, choices a = k - 3, b = 4) we show that 
CY#) > 0. (A similar calculation gives al(l) < 0.) After simplification, a#) = 
E[(%/X)(uX/Y - 2) + 2(b/X)s]; thus CY#) > 0 iff 
Jq(a/Y) - (2/X)] + zJE(l/X)Z > 0. (3.11) 
Note that 
W/Y) - cw71 3 -mw - (vY1 (3.12) 
because Y1f2 < X/2. The density of S is f(S) = cyai2 exp(-x/2); S p.d., 
a=k-3>0, c = {2k171/aF(k/2) F[(k - 2)/21)-r, and a standard calculation 
shows E[(u/Y) - ( 1/Y)1/2] = 0. Therefore a,(l) > 0. 1 
4. SOME MINIMAX ESTIMATORS 
Assume r(S) = (l/X) t(U); U = pYllP/X, with t(U) bounded, Lipschitz- 
continuous on [0, I]. We have Y(S) /I S 11 = t(U) (1 S [l/X bounded on 9’ (because, 
if& ,j = I ,..., p, are the e.v.‘s of S, then 
x=tr(S)= CA. [( i ar]1’2 3 [$V]l” = [tr(S2Y2, 
and 
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Thus Lemma 3.1 is satisfied. We compare 
2;’ = as-l, t(U) CE 0; 
2;’ = as-l + (b/X)I, t(U) = 1; 
2-l = as-l + (b/X) t(U)I; 
(4.1) 
inwhicha<k--p-l,b>O. 
The statistic U is the geometric mean e.v. (of S) over the arithmetic mean e.v.; 
0 < U < 1, a.e. It is a scale-invariant measure of the departure of ,Z from I. 
(An outcome U m 1 indicates the possibility Z = 0~1.) If a < k - p - 1 and 
t(U)/ , then 2-l shifts weight from as-l to (b/X) I as U 7 1. Recall that 
((pk - 2)/X) I is the standard estimator of (l/u2) I. 
For convenience, let us record 
ar/as,, = (ar/ax)(ax/as,) + (ar/ajqay/asdj) 
= ar/ax + (arjay)(rq, i=j, 
= (ar/ay)(2rsij), i#j 
(S-1 = (sij)); 
thus, 
h/ax = -(i/q t(u) - (1/x)2 z+), 
aTlay = (i/x)2 t+) yfl/+l; 
arjas = -(i/~y[t(~) + Z+)I I~,, + (I/ px) utyu) s;z: . (4.2) 
Our specialization of Theorem 3.1 is 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume Y(S) = ( 1 /X) t(U) with t(U) bounded, Lipschitz- 
continuous on [0, 11. Identities for CQ , i = 1,2, are given by 
(a) a1 = Z{2[(a - k) p + 21 bt( U)/X + b2t2( U)/X); 
(b) 01~ = E{[b2t2(U) + 4bt(U) + 4bUt’(U)](I/X)2 tr Q 
+ Pa*bt(U) - Q(~/P) ut’( u)](l/X) MS-lQ)l, 
a* = a ,- (k -p - 1). 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 3.1 and (4.2). 1 
The following corollaries (4.1 to 4.3) pertain to loss function L, . These are 
immediate from Theorem 4.1(a); hence, the proofs are omitted. 
COROLLARY 4.1. The estimator fF1, a = k - p - 1, is minimax (mod L,) if 
0 < b < 2(p2 +p L 2). 1 
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COROLLARY 4.2. The estimator z-l, a = k - p - 1, is minimax (mod ~5,) ;f  
0 < t(U) < (2/4(F2 + P - 2). I 
COROLLARY 4.3. If  0 < (2/b)[(p2 +p - 2) + a*p] - I < t(u) < I, a” = 
a - (k -p - I), then 
R,(W, 2-l; S) < R,(F, ,271; S) < R,(F, p ; S) (W I 
The paper concludes with dominance results for L, . 
A useful result is from [I, p. 1341, namely, 
LEMMA 4.1. min tr(VQ) = p / Q I1lp, where the minimum is taken over all V 
satisfying Vp.s.d., / V / = I, and Q p.d. m 
COROLLARY 4.4. Let a = k -p - 1 and Q* = p j Q (lip/tr Q. If t(u)7 
and 
4(U - Q*) t’(u) + 4t(u) + W(u) < 0, (4.3) 
then a2(Z) < 0 (W). 
Proof. In Theorem 4.1(b), apply tr(S-lQ) = y-l/r’ tr[(yl/PS-l) Q] > 
py-‘I* / Q (i/P (Lemma 4.1). 1 
An interesting special case is the loss function defined by 
Ql = 3 I f  & eet, e = (I, l,..., l)t, 
tr(z-l - ,J-I)zQ~ = c (+j _ ,ij)2 + c [i (p - ,im)(p - +)I . 
(id) id vL=l 
Typical values of Q1* (as defined in Corollary 4.4) are given by 
3 5 10 50 
0.79 0.72 0.64 0.54 ’ 
and it is easily seen that lim,,, Q1* = 0.50. 
A particular solution of (4.3) is 
t(u) = (l/W/Q* - l), 0 <u <Q*, 
= 0, Q* <u < 1. 
(4.4) 
Given this solution. the estimator 
2-l = (k -p - 1) S-’ + (6/X) t(U)Z 
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adjusts (h - p - 1) S-l by add’ g m a negative number to the diagonal elements 
(if 0 < U < Q*). Note that 
(bl-qt(U) 3 -(l/X); 
therefore, if A, , hz ,..., A, are the eigenvalues of S, then 
(k -P - l)(l/&) - I/-K i = 1, 2 ,..., p, 
are lower bounds for the eigenvalues of 2-r. Consequently, 2-l is p.d. almost 
everywhere if k - p >, 2. 
Given 0 < U < Q*, our estimated eigenvalues of 2 are 
[(k -P - l)(WJ + (lIW~lQ* - 1>1-‘, i = 1, 2 )..., p, 
whereas the standard estimates are 
hl(k -P - 11, i = 1,2 )..., p. 
Thus 2 = [(k - p - 1) S-l + (b/X) t(U) 11-l is more diagonally dominant 
than za = [l/(k -p - l)] S; and as a result, inferences from ,J? would be 
more conservative than inferences from Za _ 
The author does not strongly endorse particular solutions such as (4.4) at 
the present time; much theoretical and empirical work remains to be done. 
For the remainder, a < k -p - 1 (a* < 0). 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let 2~’ and .&’ be defined by 
(i) 0 < a < -(2/pQ*) f  (k -p - 1) and 
(ii) 0 < b < -2a*pQ* - 4. 
Then R,(Z-1, 2;‘; S) < R,(E1, 2;‘; S) for all Z. 
Proof. Omitted. 1 
COROLLARV 4.6. Let 0 < a < k - p - 1; also, let t(.) be a nonnegative, 
nondecreasing solution of 
4&‘(u) + 4t(u) + bt2(u) < b + 4. (4.5) 
Then R.&F, 2-l; S) < R,(Z:-l, 2~~; S) for all Z. 
Proof. Omitted. i 
Note that a particular solution of (4.5) is given by 
t(u) = gu, O<U<l. i 
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APPENDIX: BOUNDARY ARGUMENTS FOR (3.10) 
Assume the conditions of Lemma 3.1(a), and let F(S),x, be given by (3.8). 
We show that the limits (3.10) obtain. The parallel argument for part (b), 
S~r,s) replaced by Q(r,s) , is entirely similar, hence is omitted. 
The following are stated without proof. 
(i) / tr(F . q)/ < 2 
(recall that /I 7 I/ = 1); 
(ii) tr(SZ-l) 3 Xr > h (1 S 11, 
A the smallest e.v. of Z-l; and 
f-41) 
.T,, = maxi{Sii}. 
First, 
‘p tr[F * 71 dr -+ 0 as p1 + O+. 
<2 s b (w) ‘p IIFII d7 (from (Al(i))) 1 
<C l b 1 (w) p(S) r(S)// S 11 yck-p-1)/2 dr 
(11 Su,s) /j < I/ S II, C a positive generic constant whose exact value plays no role 
in the argument) 
<c s 
b (~) y’“-H/2 dr (from (Al(ii)), 
1 
also, the fact that v(S) r(S) /j S 1) is bounded on 9’) 
<c /I S I~PC+-P-~)/~ dT (from (Al(iii))) 
b,(.Q) 
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(b&S) lies on a sphere whose surface area is proportional to pf’P’l”z-l). Thus, 
j& > 2 implies 
I b,(9?) 9, tr[F * 7~3 d7 - 0 as PI--+ o+. g 
Now we prove that 
s ‘p tr[F . TJ dT -+ 0 aspz+ a3: b&8) 
<C 
5 
bp(W1 [exp(-lj2 h /I S II)] II S 11p(*-*-1)‘2 dT 
(from (Al(ii), (iii)), also, the fact that r(S) 1) S 1) is bounded) 
= cp;@--l exp(- l/2 Xp&, 
From the latter, the contribution due to b,(9) has limit zero as pz + 03. 1 
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